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Transformation of olfactory information by neural n etworks in 
the honey bee ‘olfactory cortex’

Simultaneous recordings of the input and output of MB

Box 2

Simultaneous recordings of input and output of the MB

Extracting single spikes with extracellular recordi ng 
electrodes

The upper three lines (Si_1-3) show the signals measured by 
the three wires in the ventral part of the alpha-lobe against the 
ground electrode in the eye. Shown beneath the three lines 
(Diff_1-3) are the differential recording combinations of the 
upper three lines. These traces were used for spike detection 
and sorting. The bottom line shows the activity of the muscle 
(M17) involved in proboscis extension during feeding. Note 
that the influence of muscle activity was largely diminished in 
the 3 differential recording combinations. 

Visualization of the recording position 
(For anatomical comparison cf. Box1) 

Summary & Interpretation

Simultaneous computation at both levels but loss of  odor identity in ENs

Box 3

Example of simultaneously recorded PN and EN. dot p lots, PSTHs
and mean inter spike interval (ISI) reflect the sam e dynamics. ISIs
were used for PCA

The System

In insect brains, mushroom bodies (MBs) are higher-
order structures involved in integration of olfactory, visual, 
and mechano-sensory information. They are also known 
to be involved in plasticity underlying associative olfactory 
learning. To further understand the transformation of 
olfactory information by the MBs we recorded the 
spiking activity from projection neurons (PNs) and 
extrinsic neurons (ENs) that, respectively, provide input
and output to the MB . PNs represent activity of the 
antennal lobe (AL) , a glomerular structure analogous to 
the vertebrate olfactory bulb . There are ~800 PNs in 
each AL, sending axons to higher brain areas via different 
axonal tracts targeting, among other areas, the mushroom 
body [MB] input region (Calyx), which consists of 
~170.000 Kenyon Cells [KC] . Around ~400 ENs read out 
the KC-activity pattern and provide output from each MB. 

Box 1

3D reconstruction of an projection neuron (blue) and an 
interneuron of the antennal lobe (red). Bee brain Atlas available 
at:http://www.neurobiologie.fu-berlin.de/beebrain/

3D-reconstruction of extrinsic neurons (violet: two A7, yellow: 
the PE1 neuron). Picture by Jürgen Rybak & Gisela Manz, 
Neurobiology  Freie Universitaet –Berlin, AG Menzel
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Decision-making  

in ~ 460 ms

Spontaneous motor activity 
before odor learning (Pre; 
left box) changed to be 
reliable (Post; right box) and 
reflects reward expectation. 

Establishment of odor responses in 50 ms time bins
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• We are able to make simultaneous long term recordings of Projection Neurons (PNs) of the Antennal Lobe (AL) and alpha-lobe Extrinsic Neurons (ENs) of the Mushroom 
body (MB).

• PNs provide input into the MB. ENs represent the output of information out of the MB.
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and its related factor loadings illustrate that different subsets of PNs are involved in perception of odor A, B and Mix, which shows 

that PNs are involved in odor decoding. Thus, PNs separate the incoming odors.
• Surprisingly, at the level of ENs odor stimuli were less separated, which implies that ENs collapse the coding set up by PNs. Factor loadings illustrate, that the same subset 

of ENs provide the main contribution to compute the representations of odor A, B and Mix. Thus, the odor identity is lost. This results goes along with the finding of 
Strube-Bloss (submitted) that population responses of ENs showed generalization between 10 different odors but separate an odor if it is presented rewarded.

• In both, PNs and ENs the first Component of the PCA and the Euclidian distance (norm 2) calculated in the whole population space reflect the same timing regarding the 
odor onset. 

• Negative and positive Latencies between PN populatio n- and EN population- response support a complex, but overall almost simultaneous maximal odor representation 
in the related space (between 100 - 480 ms after odor onset), which corresponds to the time that honey bees take to make an initial decision about the odor. Interestingly at 
both levels the more complex odor (mixture) is between 30-70 ms faster than the representation of A, although odor A showed the strongest response at both levels.

PN-EN Latencies:
A= 14 or 17 ms
B= 134 or -235 ms
Mix= -7 or -12 ms


